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YOUR OFFICE MEETS
YOUR CLUB

The cost looks
very compelling - far better
than all the overheads
and hassle of a serviced
office in Wilmslow
or Manchester.
BRAND CONSULTANCY MD

HQ’s proximity to
Manchester Airport
means that, at last, I will
have a viable alternative
to airport hotels for
meetings en route.
And clients or fellow
colleagues who aren’t
travelling won’t risk
being caught up
in airport traffic
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR

IF BUSINESS IS ABOUT MAKING GOOD DECISIONS, THE HQ COULD BE ONE
OF YOUR BEST. INSPIRATIONALLY DESIGNED, EXCELLENTLY EQUIPPED AND
SUMPTUOUSLY APPOINTED, THE HQ IS YOUR BUSINESS’S SECOND HOME.
The HQ enables you to do business
in true comfort and style, bringing
together state of the art equipment,
spaces and resources, with something
equally valuable: a complete support
service. Everything can be arranged:
from a meeting for 20, to a chauffeur
driven car, to private dining, to a total
back-office resource that means you
can even base your business here.
In essence: The HQ is your HQ.

HQ AT THE COLONY

The HQ is first and foremost designed
for people with very high expectations
of their workspace.
Our members will find this exclusive
enclave perfect for client entertaining
and confidential off site meetings
and will feel at home among its
polished interiors.
Entrepreneurs will appreciate its
contemporary, interior designed space.

Consultants will find space to stretch
out and bring together colleagues
and clients, supported by lightning-fast
connectivity and state of the
art hardware.
At the same time, this workspace is
also a workstyle. The HQ is a place
to unwind, to enjoy a welcoming
and well-stocked bar, delicious light
snacks, and be able to network socially
with like-minded professionals.
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